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ON A CONJECTURE OF Y. NAKAI
KENNETH R. MOUNT AND O.E. VILLAMAYOR
(Received October 3, 1972)
Assume that A is the affine ring of an algebraic variety defined over a
characteristic zero field k. Denote by Der {Ajk) the algebra of high order
derivations of A to itself, and denote by der {Ajk) the subalgebra of Der {Ajk)
which is generated by the first order derivations of A to itself. Recently Y. Nakai
in his discussions of high order derivations (see [3]) asked the following question:
is the condition der {A/k)=Der (Ajk) equivalent to the regularity of A} In
this note we shall show that if A is the affine ring of a curve, then A is regular
(i.e. the curve is non-singular) if and only if der {Ajk)=T)er {Ajk),
1. In all that follows, k will denote a field of characteristic zero. If A is a
k algebra, then we shall denote by T>zrn{Ajk) the module of w-th order derivations
over k, from A to itself. We shall denote by Dn{Ajk) the A module of n-th order
differentials, thus T>ern{Ajk)=lAomA{Dn{Ajk)y A). We shall denote by Atvn{Ajk)
the submodule of T>txn{Ajk) which consists of linear combinations of derivations
of the form Sj"-Sy where l^j^n and 8i^Der\Alk). (For a discussion of these
concepts see [1] or [3].)
In [1] Theorem 16.11.2 it is shown that if A is differentiably lisse over
k (hence in particular if A is regular), then each w-th order derivation is a com-
bination of first order derivations. Thus to prove our assertion we need only
prove the following theorem.
Theorem. Suppose that k is afield of characteristic zero and suppose that A
is the local ring of a point on an irreducible algebraic curve. If A is not regular, then
there exists an integer N and an element w^DerN{Ajk) such that w is not an ele-
ment of der {Ajk).
Proof. Denote by A the integral closure of A in the quotient field Q of A.
The ring A is semi local, thus A=B1C\ '"C[BS where each B{ is a discrete rank
one valuation ring with integer valued valuation v{. Denote by d the canonical
derivation from A to D1{Ajk). The restriction of d to A is a k derivation from
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A to D\Ajk\ therefore there exists a map a from D\Ajk) to D^A/k) which is
A linear such that if d is the canonical derivation from A to D1{Ajk)y then <rd=d.
Denote by K the kernel of this map. Because the formation of D1 commutes with
localization (see [1, 16.4.15.]) Q®AD\Alk)=Q®AD\Ajk). Thus D\A/k)has
rank one and therefore K consists entirely of torsion elements. We assert that
Image (<r)=D1(A/k)IK cannot be free when A is not regular. To see this first
note that HomA{D\Ajk\ A)=HomA{D\Alk)IK, A). Thus if D\Alk)jK is
free, then Der^A/k) is free. However, Lipman [2] has shown that De^A/k)
is free if and only if A is regular.
From now on we shall assume that A is not regular. The A module D1(A/k)
is projective and hence free because A is regular and semi local. Let u be a basis
for D1{Ajk), Thus Image (a)=Mu> where M is a finitely generated A submodule
of A. Let cp denote a derivation from A to A. The derivation cp extends unique-
ly to a derivation of A to Q. Let S denote the derivation from A to A which as an
element of Hom3 (D\Ajk\ A) carries u to 1. Then (p = /38 where j3 <= Q. The
fact that cp carries A to itself implies that ftM^LA. We know that (3M^A
because M is not free. Thus (3M is contained in the radical m of A.
Suppose now that xly "->xr are generators for m. The module M is
then generated by the elements S(x1)J •••, S(xr). W wish to show that ^l(yS)>0
for each i when j38 carries A to itself. Let t{ denote a generator for the
maximal ideal of B{. Because J8,.®3Z)1(^/*)=^1(S.7*)» a n d D\Bilk) h a s b a s i s
dtifu=uidti where */,. is a unit in £,-. Thus ^(x^ul1—(Xj) for
dtdti
f— is the dual of dtA therefore v£(Sxj) = vX—(Xj)j Clearly,
vi — (x^ j = vfaj)— 1. As we have noted before /3Sxj is in m for each j . Hence
Sxj) ^ miny(i>,(ffy))* thus
Now denote by / the A submodule of Q which consists of the j3 such that
j3S is a derivation of A to itself. The previous discussion has shown that / is con-
tained in the radical of A, and it is clearly finitely generated. Now if Sx, •••, Sv
are firsrt order derivations of A to itself, then Si = ^ iS for some yS,-e/. Thus
Sr**S»=2y<»3;yS-;"+/9i"'/91,S1', and therefore each composition of v derivations
of A to itself has as coefficient of Sv an element of F. Then, if R is the radical
of A, /31---/3vei?t;. Let C be the conductor of A, hence there is an N such that
RN^C and RN=£C. So, choose y<=C, y$RN. Then ySN is an iV-th order
derivation from A to itself, but j ^ is not in der(^4/&) because y is not in INczRN.
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